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1 | Executive Summary

Since they began on 10 October, the massive Russian missile and drone attacks on 
Ukraine’s energy infrastructure have resonated across the social media discourse on 
Twitter and Telegram in Ukraine, Russia, and beyond. The narrative around these strikes 
has been centred on two main themes: their use as a military measure, and their use as 
a strategy aimed at psychologically pressuring the Ukrainian population and creating 
instability in the country, including by undermining the position of President Volodymyr 
Zelenskyy. DRI’s analysis of discussions on Telegram indicates little success in this 
direction so far. Ukrainians, for example, have not turned against the president. The 
strikes have also been part of Russian attempts to undermine support from Ukraine’s 
allies, as the bombing of Ukrainian energy infrastructure has had an impact reaching far 
beyond Ukrainian domestic affairs, given Ukraine’s status as a major energy exporter 
and transportation hub for the countries of the European Union.

These are the report’s findings:

1. Russian propagandist Telegram channels have been filled with calls for more 
attacks, insults directed at Ukrainians, and calls for “revenge for the Donbas”. 
Meanwhile, among the most popular topics discussed on Ukrainian Telegram 
are insults directed at Russians and praise for Ukraine’s armed forces. Analysis 
of Russian propagandist Telegram channels reveals that there was also more 
discussion in November about deteriorating living conditions in Ukraine, and 
that the theme of “fighting Nazism” has made a return.

2. Public opinion surveys, as well as data from officials on Telegram channels in 
Ukraine, suggest that the vast majority of Ukrainians are ready to withstand 
the hardships related to the bombing of energy infrastructure. The picture in 
Russia is less clear, as the authorities try to hide the real sentiments among the 
population by conducting closed surveys. Meanwhile, surveys by independent 
institutions have identified fatigue and apathy with the war. A significant 
percentage of respondents in these surveys advocated for negotiations towards 
a peace deal.

3. While support for the government remains strong, there have been 
discussions on Ukrainian Telegram channels about tensions between the local 
governments ― the mayors of some cities ― and the central authorities. In 
particular, the mayor of Dnipro, Boris Filatov, and the mayor of Kyiv, Vitaliy 
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Klychko, have expressed discontent about the level of cooperation with the 
central government.

4. Discourse about the attacks on Ukrainian infrastructure on Twitter and Telegram 
extends to themes beyond domestic affairs or the status quo in the country, 
namely to: a) whether Ukraine’s allies will continue to be further supportive 
in view of the rising energy prices, and b) the possibility of another influx of 
Ukrainian refugees into neighbouring countries and others in the EU.

5. The analysis of tweets did not reveal the existence of antagonistic camps in 
relation to the energy question and continued support for Ukraine, unlike the 
case with the nuclear blackmail narrative (see DRI’s flash briefs). Discourse on 
Twitter and Telegram has been neutral, pluralistic, and diverse. There has been 
a decrease in negative sentiment related to the possibility of another influx of 
refugees into neighbouring and other EU countries; this had previously been 
quite high.

https://democracy-reporting.org/en/office/ukraine/publications/flashes-from-our-social-media-monitoring-of-the-war-in-ukraine
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2 | Methodology

The overall aim of this report is to study and analyse the social media discourse on 
selected Telegram and Twitter channels about Russia’s systematic missile and drone 
attacks on Ukraine’s energy infrastructure since they began in October, and how these 
echoes in the European context and beyond.

This analysis of the social media discourse is two dimensional, focusing on information 
on selected channels on Telegram and on tweets on Twitter.

The Telegram analysis is based on the collection and examination of:

1. 23,918 comments from Ukrainian Telegram channel “Украина 24/7” (Ukraine 
24/7), with around 800,000 subscribers, and 24,956 comments from the Russian 
propaganda Telegram channel “Readovka”, with around 1,399,000 subscribers, 
from 10 October to 15 November;

2. 4,661 comments on polls about electricity shortages on a popular Telegram 
chat in Odesa, Podslushano Odesa Novosti, conducted from 14 November to 25 
November 2022; and

3. 32,925 posts, published from 10 October to 24 November, on 22 popular 
Ukrainian news channels.

The Twitter analysis is based on the collection and examination of:

1. Tweets in English related to the war in Ukraine mentioning “migrant” or 
“migration” ― totalling 51,843 tweets from 24 February to 17 November; and

2. 61,928 tweets and retweets that mention “#energyprices” and “Europe” or 
“Eurozone” or “EU” or “European Union”, from 14 November to 29 November.

https://uk.tgstat.com/en/channel/@ukraina_novosti
https://tgstat.ru/en/channel/@readovkanews
https://uk.tgstat.com/en/channel/AAAAAEEj0Sr80hhLh7FMrg
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The Russian army began a massive campaign of air attacks against critical Ukrainian 
civilian and energy infrastructure on 10 October, continuing with repeated waves 
of attacks since, involving more than 1,000 drones and missiles, targeted mainly at 
Ukraine’s power grid.1

According to many expert estimates, serious issues are expected with regard to 
electricity and heating that may reach a critical point in the winter months.2 Many 
of these experts attribute the attacks to Russian President Vladimir Putin’s intent to 
weaponise cold, snow and ice in his war against Ukraine.3

Debate on Telegram and Twitter in Russia and Ukraine on the 
Bombing of Ukrainian Energy Infrastructure

The section provides an analysis of the discussion of missile strikes by Russia against 
Ukrainian energy infrastructure, including with regard to stopping or preventing the 
attacks, on Telegram and Twitter channels in both Ukraine and Russia, identifying the 
nature and content of that discourse.

Observed trends:

a. Comments on Russian propagandist Telegram channels urged for continued 
attacks and cursed Ukrainians, blaming them for the situation in the Donbas 
and supporting the idea of the “fight against Nazism” in Ukraine (Fig. 1).

The dynamics of the topics discussed in comments on the posts about the attacks of 
Ukrainian infrastructure (Fig. 2) has been changing over time. At first, this discourse 
was dominated by demands for more strikes and insults directed at Ukrainians, while 
later on, as attacks continued, more comments appear regarding deteriorating living 
conditions, mentioning gas, internet or electricity shortages, as well as the discussion of 
the topic of fighting Nazism, has also proliferated.

1 “Russians Fired More than 1,000 Times at Ukrainian Power Grid ― Interfax”, Reuters, 7 December 2022.
2 Janez Lenarčič, European Commissioner for Crisis Management, Twitter.
3 James C. McKinley Jr., “With Nearly Half of Ukraine’s Energy Grid knocked Out, Zelensky Says 17 Regions Face a ‘Difficult 
Situation”, The New York Times, November 19, 2022.

https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11913851/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11914289/
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/russians-fired-more-than-1000-times-ukrainian-power-grid-interfax-2022-12-07/
https://twitter.com/janezlenarcic/status/1593248233626615811
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Fig. 1 Main topic of comments on posts 
about Russia‘s bombing of Ukrainian 
infrastructure on Russian propagandists 
channels on Telegram
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b. Discourse on Ukrainian Telegram to the missile strikes focused largely on 
cursing Russians and praising Ukraine’s armed forces (Fig. 3). The dynamics 
revealed that the narrative of insults against Russia and Russians began to prevail 
over that of praise for the Ukrainian army.

Insults to Russians Thanks to the Ukrainian army
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10 Oct

Fig. 3 Main topics of comments on posts about Russian missile strikes on Ukrainian energy 
infrastructure on the Ukrainian Telegram Channel Ukraina 24/7

c. The results of numerous public opinion surveys also appearing on Russian 
Telegram channels, measuring the moods and sentiments of the population 
towards what the Kremlin has labelled its “special military operation in 
Ukraine”, have varied, reflecting differences in Russian public opinion, as well as the 
difficulties in getting an accurate read of that opinion itself.

One survey, conducted by the Levada Center, 4 reported that the majority of Russians 
support the Kremlin’s actions in Ukraine. This result was supported by another such 
survey, by the Main Intelligence Directorate of the Ministry of Defence of Ukraine (HUR)5. 
Meanwhile, the independent Meduza news website has published research reporting 

4 “Conflict with Ukraine”, Levada Center, November 2022; Riley Bailey, George Barros, Karolina Hird, Nicholas Carl & 
Frederick W. Kaga, “Russian Offensive Campaign Assessment, December 3”, Institute for the Study of War, Dec 3, 2022.
5 “75% of Russians Support Russian Aggression against Ukraine”, Glavnoie.in.ua, 20 November 2022. 

Click to interact!

https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11923681/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11923681/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11923681/
https://www.levada.ru/2022/12/02/konflikt-s-ukrainoj-noyabr-2022-goda/
https://www.understandingwar.org/backgrounder/russian-offensive-campaign-assessment-december-3
https://glavnoe.in.ua/news/75-vidsotkiv-rosiyan-pidtrymuyut-rosijsku-ahresiyu-proty-ukrayiny
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that apathy about and fatigue from the war in Ukraine were the prevailing sentiments 
in Russia.6 This all comes on top of previous reports that in closed, unpublished public 
opinion surveys7 done for the Kremlin, the majority of respondents said that they were 
tired of news about the war.

d. d. Analysis revealed that the size of the audience on the Russian Telegram 
channels has not changed significantly, unlike the dynamics observed following 
President Putin’s announcement in September of a “partial mobilisation” of 
Russian reservists. In particular, the retreat by Russian forces from Kherson and 
across the Dnipro river did not spark a rise in the number of subscribers on Russian 
propagandist or independent Telegram channels, but did cause a split in the related 
debates (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4 Dynamics in numbers of subscribers on Telegram channels upon Russia’s launch of the partial 
mobilisation and upon its forces’ retreat from Kherson

6 “Ignorance and Apathy”, Meduza, 22 November 2022; “Negotiations with Ukraine Supported by 55% of Russians. For 
Continuation of War ― Only 25%” Meduza, 30 November 2022; “According to State Sociological Surveys, Majority of 
Russians Support War in Ukraine. But Is It Possible to Trust Those”, Meduza, 5 March 2022.
7 Farida Rustamova & Maxim Tovkaylo, “Once You Get Involved You Have to Continue. But without Us. How the Attitude 
of Russians to the War with Ukraine Has Changed”, zapiska.substack.com, 6 December 2022.

Click to interact!

https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11871508/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11871508/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11871508/
https://meduza.io/feature/2022/11/22/ravnodushie-i-apatiya-otstante-ot-nas-ne-lezte-k-nam
https://meduza.io/feature/2022/11/30/za-peregovory-s-ukrainoy-vystupayut-55-rossiyan-za-prodolzhenie-voyny-tolko-25
https://meduza.io/feature/2022/11/30/za-peregovory-s-ukrainoy-vystupayut-55-rossiyan-za-prodolzhenie-voyny-tolko-25
https://meduza.io/feature/2022/03/05/esli-verit-gosudarstvennym-sotsoprosam-bolshinstvo-rossiyan-podderzhivayut-voynu-v-ukraine-no-mozhno-li-im-verit
https://meduza.io/feature/2022/03/05/esli-verit-gosudarstvennym-sotsoprosam-bolshinstvo-rossiyan-podderzhivayut-voynu-v-ukraine-no-mozhno-li-im-verit
https://zapiska.substack.com/p/4dd
https://zapiska.substack.com/p/4dd
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The number of the subscribers went up on the channels of the war reporters, which 
may signify that people were interested in the developments on the ground. Meanwhile, 
the number of the subscribers on propaganda and independent news channels did not 
change upon the retreat of Russian forces from Kherson.

At the same time, the retreat from Kherson provoked turbulent discussion on pro-war 
channels (Fig. 5). The comments predominantly referred to Kherson as a “Russian city”, 
and there was much outrage expressed about the fallen soldiers and urges to stop “such 
a shameful war”, as well as questions of whether this it is a “special military operation” 
or a war. Much discussion focused on whether the retreat from Kherson was sound 
military strategy, as well as on Putin’s personality and abilities as commander-in-chief, 
and on those of the military commanders.

Kherson is a
Russian city

Flood in
Kherson

Many
soldiers
died in

vain

Defend or
not to

defend
Kherson?

On
Ukraine in

general

Debates
about
Putin

Will
Crimea

be next?

This is a
war

A smart
plan?

Stalingrad
and Stalin

Fig. 5 The most-discussed topics on Rusian 
pro-war Telegram channels following the 
retreat of Russian troops from Kherson

Click to interact!

https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11829077/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11829077/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11829077/
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Attacks against Infrastructure as a Mechanism to push Ukraine 
towards a Peace Deal with Ukraine

This section focuses on narratives on Telegram channels and posts on Twitter 
characterising Russia’s attacks on Ukrainian energy infrastructure as a tactic to force 
Ukraine’s government to accept unfavourable conditions in a Russian “peace deal”.

Observed trends:

a. One popular narrative about the attacks has been that, while the Kremlin is using 
them to try to push Ukraine into accepting a “peace deal”, the Ukrainian population 
has remained resilient, and does not support the idea of a deal on Russia’s 
terms and conditions.

The Kremlin has acknowledged that the strikes are a “means of pushing Zelensky 
towards negotiations,” as stated by Putin’s spokesperson, Dmitry Peskov.8

A survey by the Kyiv International Institute of Sociology, conducted from 21 to 23 
October, found that 95 per cent of Ukrainians are ready to withstand the effects of the 
attacks on energy infrastructure, and to cope with long hours ― or even entire days ― 
without electricity (Fig. 6)

5858

3939

2211

undoubtedly ready rather ready rather not ready undoubtedly not ready

Fig. 6 Are you ready to deal with the 
financial hardships for 3 to 5 years if, in 
the end, Ukraine becomes a prosperous 
country and an EU member 
Source: https://www.slovoidilo.
ua/2022/11/07/novyna/suspilstvo/
ukrayinczi-hotovi-terpity-materialni-
trudnoshhi-zarady-proczvitannya-krayiny-
majbutnomu-opytuvannya

8 Valentyna Romanenko, “Kremlin Admits it Attacks Ukraine’s Infrastructure to Force Zelenskyy to Negotiate”, Ukrainska 
pravda, 17 November 2022.

Click to interact!

https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/12033924/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/12033924/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/12033924/
https://www.slovoidilo.ua/2022/11/07/novyna/suspilstvo/ukrayinczi-hotovi-terpity-materialni-trudnoshhi-zarady-proczvitannya-krayiny-majbutnomu-opytuvannya
https://www.slovoidilo.ua/2022/11/07/novyna/suspilstvo/ukrayinczi-hotovi-terpity-materialni-trudnoshhi-zarady-proczvitannya-krayiny-majbutnomu-opytuvannya
https://www.slovoidilo.ua/2022/11/07/novyna/suspilstvo/ukrayinczi-hotovi-terpity-materialni-trudnoshhi-zarady-proczvitannya-krayiny-majbutnomu-opytuvannya
https://www.slovoidilo.ua/2022/11/07/novyna/suspilstvo/ukrayinczi-hotovi-terpity-materialni-trudnoshhi-zarady-proczvitannya-krayiny-majbutnomu-opytuvannya
https://www.slovoidilo.ua/2022/11/07/novyna/suspilstvo/ukrayinczi-hotovi-terpity-materialni-trudnoshhi-zarady-proczvitannya-krayiny-majbutnomu-opytuvannya
https://www.pravda.com.ua/eng/news/2022/11/17/7376792/
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b. The character of the posts regarding the missile attacks and the resulting 
electricity shortages on Ukrainian Telegram channels has been inspiring and 
optimistic, demonstrating that Ukrainians have learned to live in the current reality, 
without light or internet and mobile telephone connections. Numerous posts and 
videos on Telegram highlight “romantic” candlelight dinners, meals prepared over an 
open fire, etc., under circumstances of electricity or water shortages.9

The Effects of Attacks on Energy Infrastructure in the Regions, 
and How the Situation in the Regions Is Used to Spread Mis- and 
Disinformation

This section examines how the missile and drone attacks on civilian energy infrastructure 
are discussed on Ukrainian Telegram channels in relation to conditions in the regions, 
and whether this has led to criticism of the authorities.

Observed trends:

a. a. The situation in the regions. The mayor of Lviv, Andriy Sadovyi, urged the  
city’s residents to be prepared for situations where they might be without light  
and heating not just for hours or days, but for several weeks. On Telegram channels, 
the mayors of Ivano Frankivsk and Kyiv also commented on the possibility of a  
partial evacuation of resident from the cities to surrounding villages.10 In particular, 
Kyiv Mayor Vitaliy Klychko raised the possibility of having to evacuate 3 million 
residents during the winter if there is no electricity and heating.11 To this point,  
the power shortages and outages have not led to a wave of displacements.12  
One of the most complicated situations is in Odesa, where 1.5 million people were 
left without power by the recent Russian attacks, and Telegram posts reported on  
related protests.

9 Florian Niederndorfer & Viktoria Kirner, “A Day in Kyiv and Odessa: Underground as a Bunker, Fetching Water as 
Morning Exercise, and AntiTank Hedgehogs Made of Chocolate“, Der Standard, 6 December 2022.
10 “In a ’Khatynka’ with a Stove or in a Mansion with a Generator. How Much Does it Cost for Ukrainians to Move to Live 
in a Village for the Winter”, Strana.ua, 21 November 2022.
11 Marc Santora & Ben Hubbard, “Kyiv Planning for Total Evacuation if it Loses Electricity”, The New York Times, 5 
November 2022.
12 Olga Madzhumdar, “Already a Tendency. State Border Service of Ukraine Informed on the Number of People That left 
Ukraine within a Day”, RBK, 24 November 2022.

https://d.docs.live.net/5d18134f48f36f77/Work/2022%20DRI%20work/20221214_Missile_attacks/In%20a%20’Khatynka’%20with%20a%20Stove%20or%20in%20a%20Mansion%20with%20a%20Generator.%20How%20Much%20Does%20it%20Cost%20for%20Ukrainians%20to%20Move%20to%20Live%20in%20a%20Village%20for%20the%20Winter
https://d.docs.live.net/5d18134f48f36f77/Work/2022%20DRI%20work/20221214_Missile_attacks/In%20a%20’Khatynka’%20with%20a%20Stove%20or%20in%20a%20Mansion%20with%20a%20Generator.%20How%20Much%20Does%20it%20Cost%20for%20Ukrainians%20to%20Move%20to%20Live%20in%20a%20Village%20for%20the%20Winter
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/11/05/world/europe/kyiv-ukraine-electricity-russia-infrastructure.html
https://d.docs.live.net/5d18134f48f36f77/Work/2022%20DRI%20work/20221214_Missile_attacks/Already%20a%20Tendency.%20State%20Border%20Service%20of%20Ukraine%20Informed%20on%20the%20Number%20of%20People%20That%20left%20Ukraine%20within%20a%20Day
https://d.docs.live.net/5d18134f48f36f77/Work/2022%20DRI%20work/20221214_Missile_attacks/Already%20a%20Tendency.%20State%20Border%20Service%20of%20Ukraine%20Informed%20on%20the%20Number%20of%20People%20That%20left%20Ukraine%20within%20a%20Day
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An analysis of posts on one of the most popular13 Odesa telegram channels 
“Podslushano Odesa Novosti” (Overheard Odesa News, 136 238 subscribers) reveals 
that water and electricity shortages have not promoted more toxicity in the comments 
(Fig. 7).
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Fig. 7 Dynamics of the toxicity of comments about water and electricity shortages on Odesa‘s popular 
Telegram channel

The situation with power shortages has triggered more toxic comments aimed at 
President Putin, rather than at Ukrainian the authorities (Fig. 8). One interesting 
indication of this is that, while President Zelenskyy’s surname was almost always 
capitalised, “putin” generally was not.

13 “Rating of Telegram Channels in Odessa: How Much Are They Worth and Who Is Behind Them?” Elitexpert.ua, 9 
December 2022.
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https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11954967/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11955106/
https://elitexpert.ua/en/regioni/odessa/rejting-telegram-kanaliv-odesi-skilki-koshtujut-ta-hto-za-nimi-stoit/
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Fig. 8 Dynamics of negative comments addressed to the President of Russia versus those to the 
President of Ukraine on Odesa’s popular Telegram channel in relation to water and electricity shortages

b. Another widely discussed topic on Telegram channels in Ukraine related to the 
attacks on infrastructure and resulting outages of power and heating and on the 
water supply has been tensions between the local authorities in some regions 
and the central government.

In particular, one of the triggers of these tensions has been the arrangement of the 
heating centres, or as they are called “centres of resistance”, aimed at supporting the 
population in the event of further attacks or blackouts. Complaints have appeared in 
comments on posts and tweets that many of the addresses for such centres provided 
on the Internet were either not real, or that the centre identified was just a small tent 
with a generator that could not accommodate many people and, in terms of safety and 
security, would not be much of use in the event of shelling or other attacks.

On his Telegram channel, Kyiv’s Mayor Klychko has called for people to avoid 
manipulating this situation for political purposes. In particular, Klychko referred to the 

Click to interact!

https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11955106/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11955106/
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confusion caused by representatives of President Zelenskyy’s Servant of the People 
Party,14 who confirmed in private conversation that the centres were operating, but 
photos posted afterwards suggested otherwise.15 Under the published photo is a 
reference to the Telegram channel of Kyrylo Tymoshenko, Deputy Head of the Office of 
the President of Ukraine. Klychko called the situation unethical both for Ukrainians and 
the country’s foreign partners.

Boris Filatov, the Mayor of Dnipro, in an interview with one of Ukraine’s most influential 
weekly analytical weekly newspapers, “Dzerkalo Tyzhnia” (The Weekly Mirror),16 
commented on the role of the national authorities in making preparations for possible 
blackouts, pointing to a lack of communication and interaction between the central 
authorities and local governments.

It is important in this context to note that, following decentralisation reforms put in place 
before the full-scale Russian invasion in February, local governments and amalgamated 
communities have their own budgets and areas of authority.

c. The Ukrainian Centre for Countering Disinformation has reported that, against 
the background of its attacks on energy infrastructure, Russian has also 
engaged in information attacks on social media.

Ukraine’s Deputy Minister of Defence, Hanna Maliar, has commented on the growing 
popularity and audiences of Russian Telegram channels among Ukrainians,17 and the 
Ukrainian Centre for Countering Disinformation has elaborated guidelines on how not 
to follow fake or propagandist pro-Kremlin Telegram channels, and has compiled and 
published a list of these channels.18

One of the most popular, “classic” examples of the Russian disinformation attacks 
related to the electricity shortages was a post with an ungrammatical, machine-
generated translation (Fig. 9).

14 “430 ’Centres of Resistance’ Operate in Kyiv, 100 More are Being Prepared to Be Launched– Klychko”, ZN,ua, 27 
November 2022.
15 “Why Aren’t All of the ‘Centres of Resistance’, Promising Heat, Light and Internet, Working?” ZN,ua, 24 November 2022.
16 Inna Bedernikova, Dnipro Mayor Boris Filatov: ‘I Have Not Yet Met a Mayor Satisfied with the Communication with the 
Central Authorities’”, ZN,ua, 25 November 2022.
17 Anna Maliar, “Ministry of Defence is Concerned with the Massive Subscription of Ukrainians on Russian or Pro-Russian 
Telegram Channels,” Starana ua, 17 November 2022.
18 “List of Pro-Kremlin Channels” Telegram Channel of the Centre for Countering Disinformation.

https://zn.ua/UKRAINE/v-kieve-rabotajut-430-punktov-nesokrushimosti-k-razvertyvaniju-hotovjat-eshche-100-klichko.html
https://zn.ua/UKRAINE/pochemu-v-kieve-ne-rabotajut-punkty-nesokrushimosti-hde-obeshchali-teplo-svet-i-internet.html
https://d.docs.live.net/5d18134f48f36f77/Work/2022%20DRI%20work/20221214_Missile_attacks/Ministry%20of%20Defence%20is%20Concerned%20with%20the%20Massive%20Subscription%20of%20Ukrainians%20on%20Russian%20or%20Pro-Russian%20Telegram%20Channels
https://d.docs.live.net/5d18134f48f36f77/Work/2022%20DRI%20work/20221214_Missile_attacks/Ministry%20of%20Defence%20is%20Concerned%20with%20the%20Massive%20Subscription%20of%20Ukrainians%20on%20Russian%20or%20Pro-Russian%20Telegram%20Channels
https://t.me/CenterCounteringDisinformation/2104
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Fig. 9 A screenshot of a post from 
the Telegram channel of the 
Ukrainian Center for Countering 
Disinformation: “[The Russian 
Federation] is manipulating the 
consequences of the blackout in 
Ukraine” 
Source: https://t.me/nexta_
live/39984

The Telegram channel of the Ukrainian Centre for Countering Disinformation provides 
regular updates on other kinds of propaganda being spread by Russian actors.

A project run by an independent Ukrainian journalism project, Texty.org.ua,19 had 
reported on a Russian strategy to create local sources of propaganda by creating 
Telegram channels in all occupied villages and towns, with the idea that local resources 
were more likely to gain the trust of readers than central channels.20

Attacks on Infrastructure Have a Reach beyond the Ukrainian Context, 
Extending the Effects of Energy Warfare to Ukraine’s Neighbours and 
Other Allies in Europe

In terms of Russia’s destruction of Ukraine’s energy infrastructure, there are two major 
aspects in focus that extend beyond the Russian/Ukrainian context: a) an increase in 
energy prices, and its possible effect on continued support from Ukraine’s allies; and 

19 “About Us”, Texty.org.ua.
20 Yevhenia Drozdova, Yuliia Dukach and Nadia Kelm, “Telegram Occupation. How Russia Wanted to Breed a Media 
Monster, but Ended up with a Paper Tiger”, Texty.org.ua, 15 November 2022.

https://t.me/nexta_live/39984
https://t.me/nexta_live/39984
https://texty.org.ua/p/about/
https://texty.org.ua/projects/108016/telehram-okupaciya-yak-rosiya-vybudovuvala-mediamerezhu-vyjshlo-potomkinske-selo/
https://texty.org.ua/projects/108016/telehram-okupaciya-yak-rosiya-vybudovuvala-mediamerezhu-vyjshlo-potomkinske-selo/
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b) rising concerns that the lack of electricity and heating might spur a further flow of 
refugees from the country.

Observed trends:

a. One widely discussed narrative on Telegram and Twitter has been the increase of 
prices for energy in Europe, and how this might reduce support for Ukraine 
from allies in Europe and beyond.21

The analysis of discourse on Telegram discourse in Ukraine identified the United States 
as the Ukrainian ally mentioned most frequently (Fig. 10), followed by Poland, which is 
hosting the largest displaced people from Ukraine, the United Kingdom and Germany. 
Then come Turkey, France, and the Baltic states ― Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania ― as 
those mentioned most frequently on pro-Ukrainian Telegram channels.

% of posts that mention the country
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Fig. 10 Telegram: mentions of allies since 10 October

21 “The Costs and Consequences of Europe’s Energy Crisis Are Growing. Despite Appearances, the Worst Is Yet to Come”, 
The Economist, 24 November 2022.

Click to interact!

https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11950106/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11950106/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11950106/
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On the example of the four most mentioned Ukrainian allied countries, we tried to check 
the dynamics of sentiments of the Ukrainians ― if they worry or are concerned about 
the lack of support from the allied countries. The analysis has revealed the dynamics of 
the ‘concerning / worrying reactions’ in the posts mentioning allied countries (Fig. 11).
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Fig. 11 Sentiments in the posts that mention allied countries

Ukrainians were significantly concerned about Germany,22 and this concern reached its 
highest from 9 October to 23 October, when the systematic missile rockets attacks rocket 
attacks against Ukrainian infrastructure began, and its lowest after the strikes on 23 
October. Before 23 October, concern over the possible changes of opinion in Germany, 
Poland, the United Kingdom and the United States was falling, but with the new massive 
attack by Russia this began to grow again. The share of reactions expressing such 

22 “ARD Deutschland Trend November 2022”, Infratest Dimap; “Ukraine: Majority Wants More Diplomacy ”, Tagesschau.
de, 3 November 2022.

Click to interact!

https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/12023038/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/12023038/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/12023038/
https://www.infratest-dimap.de/umfragen-analysen/bundesweit/ard-deutschlandtrend/2022/november/
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concerns in relation to Poland and the United States continued to grow following 23 
October.

b. In order to get an insight into international Twitter discourse, a networks was 
constructed network on tweets that had the hashtag #energyprices and mention 
Europe/Eurozone/EU. The purpose was to determine whether if there were certain 
camps in favour of or against support for Ukraine.

In searches for the key words: “Europe”, “Eurozone”, “EU”, “European Union”, “energy”, 
and “energyprices” for the observation period from 14 to 29 November, there was no 
evidence of opposing or antagonistic camps on the question of continuing or ceasing 
support for Ukraine as a result of increasing energy prices; on the contrary, the 
discourse indicated a broad range of opinions (Fig. 12).

Fig. 12 The network of tweets with the hashtag #energyprices and mentioning Europe/Eurozone/EU

For example, two major retweeted domains identified ― @sumlenny and KimDotcom ― 
elaborate on the energy issues in Europe and the attacks on Ukraine’s power grids, but 
both present their own interpretations and opinions, very often going far beyond the 
topic to discourse more resembling conspiracy theories or speculation on geopolitical 
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narratives.

c. Another common topic of discourse on Twitter and Telegram related to the attacks 
on Ukrainian energy infrastructure concerns the possibility that the resulting 
electricity and energy outages could lead to another influx of displaced people 
from Ukraine. The examination of this was based on an analysis of the posts 
on Twitter that mention migration and migrants (Fig. 13). The number of tweets 
about war in Ukraine mentioning migration in October and November was not as 
significant as it was in spring months. Spikes in the number of posts corresponded to 
the situation on the ground in Ukraine, i.e., after the first attacks in October, and then 
slowing. In November, the number of posts mentioning migrants or migration again 
began to rise, following new attacks launched by Russia.
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Fig. 13 Dynamics of discussion of migration on Twitter
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Regarding the sentiment of the posts that mention migrants (Fig. 14), the level of EU 
solidarity with Ukraine over the nine months since the full-scaled Russian invasion 
and the launch of the so called “special military operation” has been one of the most-
discussed issues.
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Fig. 14 Dynamics of sentiments on Twitter in relation to Ukrainian migrants

The number of posts expressing negative sentiments about Ukrainian migrants or 
displaced people substantially decreased in October and November. In general, the 
dynamics reflect that the division between negative and positive sentiments was 
previously divided almost 50/50. There was also a large percentage of posts taking 
neutral stance on this topic. As already stated above, the level of negative sentiment 
decreased significantly in November.
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